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1. Noun

2. Noun - Plural

3. Noun

4. Verb
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23. Noun

24. Same Noun

25. Adjective

26. Adjective

27. Adjective

28. Adverb

29. Adjective - Superlative

30. Family Member

31. A Place

32. Room In House

33. Noun

34. Noun - Plural

35. Noun

36. Noun

37. Type On Animal

38. Noun

39. Type Of Liquid

40. Adverb

41. Noun

42. Adverb
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44. Noun

45. Noun

46. Type Of Drug
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Upon awakening with your Noun pounding, cautiously veer around the room for two Noun - 

Plural . First, the Noun , this must be set to Verb at all costs! Secondly, eagerly look for

signs of a sexy Adjective Noun . Make sure if there is one, that you shake them violently enough

to wake them from their Proper Noun comma and make sure they are Adjective enough to hear the

words, "Get out I have to go to a place !" Next fumble for the near Noun , open it and reach for

Noun - Plural , Christ any same plural noun , and bring them close enough so they're visible in the little

bit of Noun that seeps in through the blackout curtains. Then carefully read the Noun , but not

so carefully that you miss whatever Adjective Noun is getting up and leaving your room. After

inspecting the round plastic singular verion of same pl nouns in your hands to make sure you aren't taking nighty-

nights instead of good day sunshine, either put them back and find the right ones, or take the contents and

proceed to the next bottle. This one should be your Adjective dose Noun killer. Once all your

Adjective Noun has been found, check on top of the Noun for some kind of

Noun in a glass, which I normally remember to leave for myself at night, but then again I rarely have a

normal night. If there is same noun in the glass, it is going to be a Adjective day, if not things

become Adjective . If there is nothing in the glass, you must improvise. Angrily yell to the

Adjective cleaning girl, she is usually there by now, and for god's sake don't let the snooze alarm sound!

If she doesn't answer, call her and Adverb yell at her repeatedly despite the fact that she tells you she

normally takes her Adjective - Superlative family member to a place on Monday, Wednesday

and



Friday, if it does happen to be one of those days. Last ditch, get up, and make a b-line for the room in 

house , Noun in hand, at slow enough pace to not crack your Noun - Plural on a door jam or

piece of Noun , but fast enough to not be upright for too long, that hurts worse. Once you have filled the

Noun , and downed your daily dose like a hungry type on animal , head to the Noun and

run some type of liquid . Now you can call the cleaning girl again and Adverb find out when she'll

be at your house. She usually cooks for you if you complain enough. Once all of these things are done, you can

go back to Noun , and Adverb wait for one of four things. The cleaning girl to call back, a

type of proffession to call and yell at you for missing Noun , the Noun to spill over again,

or the pills to kick in. I'll take number 4! Follow this with a half a bar of type of drug and that's what I call

a relaxing morning!
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